Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach

Session date

Time available 60-75min

7v7 Wk2, S2. Preseason. Passing & Receiving for Possession. Principles of Play: Passing & Receiving technique;
Topic Spread out (group stretch opponent wide/deep (hi/low)); Distance; Angle, timing & speed of movement. Ages
U11-U14

Technical / Tactical ✔
Tactical / Technical

WARM-UP
Organization

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points

Passing & Receiving Techniques
Teach correct inside foot passing and first touch technique
Split group into two colors. Teach passing and receiving
technique coaching points.
1) Same color groups of 2 one ball passing & moving
2) Same color groups of 3 or 4 one ball passing & moving
3) 1 ball per color(group) now players must pass to
opposite color to their own e.g. red to blue or blue to red
Progression: Players must take 3 touches on the ball;
First touch, a turn/move, then a pass

Surfaces: Inside foot to pass with accuracy
Passing: Toes up, heel down, locked ankle, soft knee,
Body shape: hips face target, bent knees, balanced
Communicate: With your teammate (verbal/non)
Tempo: Control weight and direction; no rush
Scanning: pass to feet or space (target)
Find openings: pass or dribble into space
Think Ahead: pick your next first touch, turn and pass
before you receive the ball
Practice turns(cod): inside cut/outside cut/drag back

ACTIVITY 1
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Organization

Key Coaching Points

Continuous Rondo 4v1 or 3v1 or 5v2
One defender passes ball into attackers. Attackers
play rondo to complete 4 passes to score. Defender
attempts to regain ball and pass or dribble out.
Defenders must press with intensity. Rotate teams
every 3 minutes.

2nd line pass: Can players miss one teammate
out?
Think Ahead: pick your next first touch, turn and
pass before you receive the ball
Body shape: hips face target, bent knees, toes
down heels up, balanced, head up
Timing: Of pass, of movement off the ball
Scanning: Space, oppo, teammates, ball, goal
Communicate: With your teammate (verbal/non)
Fast-slow-fast: Control of the ball and tempo
Surfaces: Inside or outside, right or left foot

Progression of competition:
1) 4v1 easier
2) 3v1 more difficult
3) 5v2 more difficult

ACTIVITY 2
Organization

Key Coaching Points

3v3+2 w GKs
SSG to goals. Two teams with a gk each and two
wide neutral players who have 3 touch max.
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Progression of Competition:
1) Must take 3 touches minimum on the ball
2) 3 points for goal from combination play
Challenges:
1) Can we try 2nd line passes (miss a player out)?
2) Can we try to pass forwards to split defenders?
3) Can we try to drop to GK and play out from back?

Passing: Heel down toes up lock ankle inside foot
Receiving: Soft, protect/away from pressure
Openings: Pass to feet or space
Think Ahead: Anticipate the next 5 seconds
Positioning: Angle and distance
Communicate: With your teammate (verbal/non)
Create Openings: Dribble or pass
Scanning: Space, oppo, teammates, ball, goal
Compose: pause if no opening, play back/wide
Combine: Overlap/Wall Pass/Diagonal run
Fast-slow-fast - control of the ball and tempo

GAME
Organization
4v4 or 5v5 Game with goals and goalkeepers
Play regular FIFA rules game. Mark three channels.
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5 minute games.

Key Coaching Points
Can you control the tempo? How?
Can you find openings with dribble or pass?
Can you create space for yourself? How?
Can you support play and create passing options
wide and forwards?

Rotate 4v4 or 5v5 teams between fields to compete
with all other CE 7v7 teams.
Comfortable composed and think ahead
Be proactive and confident on the ball and off
Use changes of speed and direction to separate
Timing, angle and distance of passes
Run into space behind or inbetween defenders
Communicate
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